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PROFILE
Creating an intimate relationship with the ‘innate intelligence’
that breathes us, beats our heart, blinks our eyes and blooms a
rose is like having the ‘meaning of life’ on speed dial. There is a
power in every one of us that drives our lives leaving no stone
unturned and every experience purposeful.” - Carren Smith
Whether exploring entrepreneurial adventures or building a
purposeful, fulfilled and connected life, magic happens when
clarity, passion and ACTION are engaged. Carren has helped
thousands of people across the globe transform their
businesses and their lives through her unique approach of
‘self leadership’.
Having delivered over 2000 professional presentations for
over 450,000 people in seven years, Carren’s message of
inspiration has moved tens of thousands of individuals and
organisations across the globe to make massive
transformations and experience extra-ordinary results!
Carren shares her fight for survival through the 2002 Bali
Bombing one year after the suicide of her de-facto. She
speaks of her own suicidal journey and the shift in focus
which morphed her mindset into the powerhouse that now
leads thousands to find their voice, their message and the
breakthrough distinctions of responsibility, choice, purpose,
integrity and congruence!

TOPICS
Carren’s high content presentations
can be tailored to suit your theme,
and, here are a few examples of
recent keynote addresses she has
delivered:

MAKEOVER YOUR MINDSET AND
START MAKING A DIFFERENCE!
Live life with passion, purpose and
fulfilment
Discover the recipe for really
contributing and making a difference
in a MASSIVE WAY!
Have the REAL YOU revealed and
LOVE being naked!

THE MAGIC FORMULA FOR
MAGNETIC MARKETING
Carren shares a simple formula for
captivating your market
Discover the communication
strategies used by Masterful
Marketers
Embrace the magic of leveraging
your time

THE TOP 3 SECRETS TO SUCCESSFUL
NEGOTIATING
Learn how your Authenticity will make
you an Authority in your field
Discover the steps to Powerful
Persuasion
Learn how to get what you want, by
sharing what others need

3 MISTAKES ENTREPRENEURS MAKE
THAT KEEP THEM CASH STRAPPED
AND STRESSED OUT!
Avoid the mistakes which have toppled
even the giants in business
Discover the Formula for creating MASSIVE
results
Dodge the competition traps that you never
see coming

THE EFFORTLESS SELF!
Dive deep into your thoughts, habits, beliefs
and patterns to reveal the unconscious
levers holding you back
Learn to release your grip on relationships
allowing yourself and others the freedom to
expand
Create a new and powerful relationship with
time and money resulting in MORE of both!

LEADERS FAST-TRAK!
Discover everything you’ve NEVER heard
about Stress Management, Self Confidence,
a ‘Make it Happen’ Mindset, Powerful
NETWORKING, real life relationships,
work/life balance, communication, conflict
resolution, courage, contribution and cash
flow and so much more!
Bust the myths about leadership and lean
how to BE a Leader of hearts and minds,
CREATE exponential results and REACH
more people with your vision.

BACKGROUND
As Carren is regarded as Australia’s
most experienced speaker, her
topics have also included the
following titles:

BUSINESS TOPICS
Business leadership
Self leadership
Women in sales
Women in business
How to lead from the front
Overcoming adversity
Mindset Mastery
Building a business as a speaker
Speakers selling from stage
Business development and
negotiation for beginners
Finding purpose and meaning in life
Our focus determines our results

HEALTH AND WELLBEING TOPICS
Overcoming emotional eating
Mind-body connection and healing
from within
What starts in the mind, manifests in
the body

MINDFUL AWARENESS, SPIRITUAL
CONSCIOUSNESS TOPICS
The Effortless Self, changing thoughts
changes lives
Finding oneness in a separated world
Who am I? …. Really?
A course in miraculous thinking!
Women in enlightened leadership
The power of purpose
Effortless Expansion

SPEAKER
Over 2000 professional presentations and
public seminars to-date
PRESENTER
Carren’s Couch (Online Television and
Podcast Project)
Up for a Chat (Podcast delivered through
The Wellness Guys)
60Minutes,
ABC Radio
Prime Radio
Chanel 7
Channel 9
+ more
AUTHOR
Soul Survivor (Biography 2012)
Inspired from the Inside Out (2016)
The Revelation of Realisation (in progress)
The Ultimate Explosion (in progress)
Writes for:
Marie Clare,
Empower,
Insight,
Business Matters,
APN,
Dare Magazine,
Spark Magazine
+ more
INITIATOR
Delivers online membership programs
Delivers up to 18 live seminars around
Australia per year:
Speakers Fast-Trak
Mindset Mastery
Awaken the Change Within Retreats
and Intensives
The Effortless Self

FEATURE TOPIC
INSPIRED FROM THE INSIDE OUT
Carren shares her personal story intimately. She delivers
the insights of the mindset she has gained as a result of
triumphing over the trauma which threatened to take her
life.
As a survivor of the 2002 Bali Bombing along with many
other challenges which include the suicide of her De
Facto and the personal impact of the 2004 Tsunami on
her family. Carren takes you from her lowest low to
her highest of highs, diving deep into what it took to rise
beyond the call of depression and self destruction.
In this presentation, Carren leaves you with practical,
tangible and take home tips which encourage a more
dynamic view on the meaning of life and our purpose for
being here. This presentation is highly interactive,
entertaining and inspirational and has been one of
Carren’s most frequently requested keynote
presentations.

TESTIMONIALS
CINDY O'MEARA
“I'm so glad that Carren is bringing such a transformational experience to so many! Get ready
because your world is about to become bigger and better than you ever imagined!”

DON TOLMAN
“This woman is the real deal and just because we can't see her wings, doesn't mean she isn't an
angel. Follow her and you too will know enlightenment.”

SAM PARKER
“I’m so grateful for Carren and her programs! I’ve found myself, my passion and my path and I feel
like the world is opening up for me now that I see it through the eyes of so much clarity! You’re
the best Carren!"
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